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ÇIKMIŞ SORULAR

6. Science requires the testing of its ideas or

1. The new engineer is highly knowledgeable; but

theories to see if its predictions are ---- by

can we ---- him to lead the team successfully?

experiment.
A) run on

B) put on

C) make on

D) take up
E) rely on

A) made up

B) borne out

C) closed in

D) put off

2. Many of the lesser developed countries find it
hard to ---- the more developed ones, due to the
rapid advances in technology there.
A) make up for

B) keep up with

C) look out for

D) turn upon

NETyds

E) sorted out

7. The subject of statics is ---- the calculation of the
forces acting on and within structures that are in
equilibrium.
A) taken care of

B) turned up

C) kept off

D) given rise to
E) concerned with

E) ran through

8. Radioactivity was discovered in 1896 by

3. Many experiments ---- blood composition are

Becquerel, who noticed that salts containing

carried out in this laboratory.

uranium ---- radiation.
A) related to

B) led from

C) followed through

D) contained in

B) held up

A) gave off
C) sent off

E) denied by

D) came up with

4. The suggestions put forward by the research
team were immediately ---- by management and
will shortly go into effect.

NETyds

E) turned away

9. A motion study of assembly procedures ---- the
design and disposition of the bench, tools,
containers and materials used.

A) made out

B) taken up

A) gets on with

B) makes up for

C) ruled out

D) put off

C) puts pressure on

D) takes into account

E) cuts free from

10. In an effort to ---- air-pollution levels in busy
5. Various treaties and conferences have ---- the
prohibition of chemical warfare.

cities, driving is banned in 150 cities in Italy for
10 hours every Sunday.

A) looked down

B) put up with

A) put up with

B) force out

C) turned off

D) filled in

C) cut back on

D) move off with

E) dealt with

E) bring off
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11. The fuel used by ships and aircraft to bring
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16. Apparently the drop in farm incomes had

food and drink to Britain ---- 4 million tonnes

nothing to ---- the introduction of modern

of CO2 emissions.

farming methods.

A) brings out
C) accounts for

B) deals with

A) close down

D) gets through

C) sort out

B) make out
D) force out
E) do with

E) speeds up

commodity will be ---- at the point of minimum
costs.
A) found out

B) brought up

C) made over

D) carried on

NETyds

12. Ideally, the production of any given

17. Most of our exposure to organic mercury ---eating oily fish such as tuna.
A) plays up

B) turns into

C) comes from

D) finds out
E) puts up with

E) looked for

13. In the first half of the 20th century many
18. I don't know how the nurse ---- the constant

scientists ---- liquid crystals as chemical

demands of that elderly patient.

impurities with no scientific or practical merit.
A) put down

B) wrote off

C) let go of

D) took care of

A) thinks over

B) changes over

C) turns on

D) wakes up
E) puts up with

14. I hope predictions that we'll begin to ---- oil
around the year 2015 will convince people to

NETyds

E) left out

19. As he has taken those antibiotics it will be

use this precious resource more sparingly.

very difficult to ---- just what the problem is.

A) run out of

B) bring about

A) turn up

C) slow down

D) make do with

C) put down

D) find out

15. Over two million corn farmers in Mexico have
been ---- business following the import of

20. All science is ---- the fact that every natural
event has a natural cause.

heavily subsidised corn from the US.
A) put out of

B) brought up to

A) come across

B) put through

C) made up for

D) played down to

C) carried on

D) based on
E) set off

E) shown up to
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1. The main focus of the research to be ---- by a

6. Our pediatrician said we should always ---- her if

multidisciplinary team will be the study of the

the little boy's temperature continued for more

genes and proteins of organisms in the context

than 24 hours.

of their informational pathways or networks.

A) come across

B) get in touch with

C) look forward to

D) make up to

A) looked after

B) carried out

C) made out

D) scaled down

2. Medical science is advancing at such a pace
that it is virtually impossible to ---- all the latest
developments even within one's own specialist
field.
A) take up

B) keep up with

C) carry out

D) pull out of

NETyds

E) brought about

7. With the increasingly ageing population in the
UK "home telecare" now ---- - on the list of
priorities.
A) lights up

B) looks up

C) makes do

D) points out
E) ranks high

E) look down on

8. The findings could also help researchers to ----

3. Osteoclasts are cells that ---- bone in the normal

ways to improve the brain's recovery after other

course of bone replenishment.

kinds of damage.
B) pull through

C) break down

D) put out

A) work out
C) turn in

4. When World War I began, one military item that
no nation ---- in large numbers was the helmet.

D) bring through
E) take over

NETyds

E) cut off

NETyds

B) put on

9. Fat can be ---- for energy only by aerobic
metabolism.

A) took over

B) made up

A) brought up

B) cut out

C) had on hand

D) kept on

C) put down

D) broken down

E) put up with

E) turned on

5. ---- by data from the Galileo mission to Jupiter,
scientists think a 40,0000 km-thick molten layer
of metallic hydrogen lurks below Jupiter's

10. We will ---- this treatment for a further week by
which time recovery should be complete.

clouds.
A) Got over

B) Carried away

C) Put off

D) Played out

B) bring in

A) take down
C) run out

D) put through
E) keep to

E) Backed up

www.netyds.com
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11. The article gives a lucid account of the
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16. Pakistan ---- the Indus and its tributaries for

measures being taken to deal with SARS and it

almost half of its irrigation supplies.

is ---- useful graphs and maps.

A) turns back

A) taken up with

B) backed up with

C) set down to

D) made out to

B) wa ts for

C) takes to

D) pulls up
E) relies on

12. Patients seeking to ---- scars have several have
several options depending on the depth of the
scar.
A) look out for

B) make do with

C) get rid of

D) turn down

NETyds

E) brought up with

17. PTSD sufferers often feel emotionally numb
and ---- the people closest to them.
A) put up with

B) cut off from

C) make up to

D) come up with
E) run out of

E) throw up

18. The world of medicine changes so fast that it is

13. Patients seeking to ---- scars have several

impossible to ---- with most of the latest

options, depending on the depth of the scar.
A) get rid of

B) take back

C) sort out

D) get along with

developments.

E) fold over

A) look over

B) make do

C) look forward

D) bring forth

19. There are certain signs of improvement in his

the registrar did he agree to give up the recovery

general condition so the doctors feel he is going

ward in favour of a second operating theatre.

to ----.

A) weighed up

B) taken to

A) break down

C) put on

D) brought down

C) make up

NETyds

E) turned over

B) pull through
D) bring off
E) clear out

20. She's certainly recovering quite well from the
15. He claims he has ---- a cure for the common cold,

operation, but she doesn't ---- going back to
teaching a class of 8-year-olds!

but I don't suppose he has.
A) waited for

B) made sure of

A) do well by

C) put through

D) taken care of

C) feel up to

B) look down on
D) make up for
E) find out about

E) come up with
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14. Only after a great deal of pressure had been ----
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E) keep up
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1 From the evidence it seems pretty obvious that
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6. He admits that he has not yet fully ---- the true

someone ---- the office sometime during the

implications or the logical conclusions of his

night.

startling discovery.

A) found out

B) took after

A) given back

B) thought out

C) broke into

D) made out

C) played down

D) taken over

E) backed out

E) ran up

2. It has become a fashion among film stars to use
some of their money to ---- needy children.
A) do with

B) make up

C) go without

D) put up with

NETyds

7. Almost all the villages In New Guinea are

E) provide for

surrounded by areas of scrub where people
have ---- the original rain forest and planted
gardens.
A) kept out

B) wrapped up

C) made up

D) sealed off
E) cleared away

3. If it rains, the football match will be ---- until next

8. Their State assets were ---- to foreign capitals at

week.

bargain prices.

A) given out

B) put off

C) turned off

D) run through

A) paid off
C) auctioned off

E) taken on

D) put through

literary style that seems to ---- his intricate

NETyds

E) closed down

4. In his fiction William Faulkner uses a complex

9. Every community in the world recognizes
certain activities as crimes, and has developed
its own way of ---- them.

themes of good and evil.
A) fit in with

B) put up with

A) depending on

B) breaking into

C) clear out

D) make out

C) looking after

D) making for

5. The Government has ---- a set of new policies
and measures which are designed to combat

they were ---- by the assistant manager.

violence in the big towns.
A) got off
C) let down

10. The visitors were taken to the airport, and there

B) found out

A) made off

B) seen off

D) taken down

C) put through

D) turned out
E) looked over

E) worked out
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E) dealing with

E) take after
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B) brought up
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D) put through

E) closed down

4. In his fiction William Faulkner uses a complex

5.

B) brought up
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16. The article ----

11. Out of the work of the great thinkers of the

that Martin Luther King's

seventeenth century was developed a new

fundamentalist views were foreign to his liberal

outlook on the world, and it was this outlook

allies.

which ---- the decay of the belief in witchcraft
A) holds up

and other superstitions.

B) deals with

C) pulls through

D) points out

E) writes out

A) got rid of

B) drove off

C) made up

D) brought about
E) kept out

hinder the free flow of information between
employees systems and devices.
A) run up

B) close up

C) pull through

D) break down

NETyds

17. Some readers of this novel may ---- feeling that

12. Their aim must be to ---- the barriers that

the plot structure is not well-organized.
A) fall through

B) end up

C) get away with

D) make up

E) get off

E) turn down

18. In Italy, even judges and priests who have

13. Muammar Gadaffi, the Libyan leader, has

been brave enough to ---- the Mafia, have been

decided to ---- the 22 member Arab League in

brutally and indiscriminately murdered.

response to its inefficiency in dealing with the
crises in the Middle East.
B) pull out of

A) put up with
C) be concerned about

A) stand up against

B) put out of

C) strike up against

D) run over

E) follow up

D) get away with

NETyds

E) fall in with

14. It is feared that the new social policies
introduced by the government of Singapore
may ---- the sensitive issue of race relations.
B) make out

NETyds

C) pay off

computer that contains living brain cells.
A) made over

B) turned down

C) found out

D) played down
E) put off

D) hold up
E) put off

20. I'm sure the boy is not really backward, but it
15. The judge quickly ---- his notes before

students in his class.

sentencing the accused.
A) took over
C) looked through

is certainly difficult for him to ---- the other

B) made up

A) pull up

B) make up for

D) put off

C) keep up with

D) turn down

E) take over

E) found out

www.netyds.com
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A) stir up

19. Most people would be ---- by the idea of a
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stir up

19. Most people would be ---- by the idea of a

